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Standard(s):

One Day
or
Social Studies
2.3 Students explain governmental institutions and practices Multi-Day Lesson:
Multiple Days lesson to teach
in the United States and other countries.
Constitution Day
1. Explain how the United States and other countries
make laws, carry out laws, determine whether laws
have been violated, and punish wrongdoers.
Physical Education
STANDARD 5
Students demonstrate and utilize knowledge of
psychological and sociological concepts, principles, and
strategies that apply to the learning and performance of
physical activity.

I. DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT & CONTENT TYPE (Math Procedures, Concepts, and Problem
Solving):
Constitution Day observance
II. LEARNING OUTCOME (Objective):
 Understand that the United States Constitution is the document that states laws for the
United States.
 Describe ways that fundamental values, such as fairness and responsibility for the
common good, apply to students in the classroom and at school.
III. CURRICULUM CONNECTION (How lesson fits into larger unit plan):
This lesson fulfills Federal Mandate: Each educational institution that receives Federal
funds for a fiscal year is required to hold an educational program about the U.S. Constitution
for its students. This lesson may also be used as part of a unit that teaches about the
Constitution.
The final draft of the Constitution was signed in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on September 17,
1787. Months later, 9 out of 13 states ratified the document to make it our nation’s new
system of government.
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The Constitution is the document that states the rules citizens should follow.
Learning how to follow rules in the elementary grades helps children begin to develop the
social skills and responsibility that will ensure they become civically responsible adults.

IV. MULTIDISCIPLINARY CONNECTION (What other subjects does unit incorporate?)
 English Language Arts
 English Language Development
 Drama
V. INSTRUCTION
A. ENGAGEMENT (Motivational Activities):
 Gather the children to the rug or other meeting area established in your classroom.
 Write the word rule in the center of a chart. Ask the children to share ideas
about what they think the word means. Encourage children to name some of the
rules they follow at home, school, and/or other places.
B. INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE (Teaching Methodology with Student Activities):
Step #1
What is a rule?
 Ask children to predict what it would be like to live in a place with no rules. You may
want to have children draw what such a place might be like.
 Read the story The Kingdom with No Rules (see attached). Discuss with students the
rules Benjamin made for his kingdom. Did the people like the rules? Were Benjamin’s
consequences fair? Why did they not follow all of the rules Benjamin wrote down?
 Initiate a discussion of rules we need for everyone to feel safe and comfortable in our
classroom. As much as possible, lead students to state their “rules” using positive
language.
 Post the agreed upon class rules, reviewing them regularly with the students. Point
out that the rules for the United States were written down, too, and are called The
Constitution.
Step #2
 During PE, play a game of No Rules Pass the Ball. Line the children up in two random lines
with several feet between the two lines. Give each team a ball and tell the students to
begin. When students become frustrated, lead a discussion about the problems they are
having playing the game. When they complain that they don’t know the rules, ask them to
suggest rules for the game. Chart the rules they offer, no matter how ridiculous or how
many they suggest. Line the children up again and tell them to play the game following
their agreed upon rules. As they become frustrated, ask them to explain the problem
they have now encountered. Discuss with the students the problem of having too many
rules. Finally, list the following rules on a chart:
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o Form two straight lines.
o Pass the ball from the front of the line to the back of the line by passing it to
the person behind you over your shoulder.
o The first team to pass the ball all the way to the back of their line is the
winner.
Depending on your group, you may decide to change the rules in the middle of the game
(i.e. you must jump on one foot as you pass the ball.) Facilitate a discussion of how it
feels to change the rules in the middle of the game. A process outlined in the document
itself can change the rules of The Constitution.
C. APPLICATION ACTIVITY (Practice and/or Reflection):
Gather students back to the rug. Review the role and importance of rules in our
community. Include a discussion of rules that particularly impact them (wearing a helmet
when riding a bicycle or skateboard, cleaning up after the pet). Review class rules. Ask
students to turn and talk about a rule your class has agreed to that they think is important
and why. Are there any that should be revised? (amended)
D. MATERIALS & RESOURCES:
 Copy of text (attached) The Kingdom With No Rules
 5—6 inch diameter balls for PE game (2)
VI. ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES – Formal and Informal (Methods for Obtaining Evidence of
Learning):
 Informal
Gather anecdotal information as students share their thinking about rules with the
class and/or with partners.
Collect anecdotal information as students play PE game. Note willingness and openness
to change/revise rules and complete the game.
 Formal
Assess students’ reasonableness of rules suggestions and ability/difficulty following
agree upon class rules.
VII. MODIFICATIONS, ACCOMMODATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL LEARNERS (CONTENT,
INSTRUCTION, and PRACTICE):
Language Learners: Frontload vocabulary from the text. Chunk the text as you are reading
to check for understanding. Include Turn and Talk opportunities throughout the reading
of the text.
Special Population: Provide additional space as needed for students. Allow for breaks, if
needed.
GATE: Engage stronger readers in the reading of the text by providing them with the
dialogue to share as text is read.
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VIII. ACADEMIC LANGUAGE:
 rule
 community: our neighborhood or place where we live. Our classroom is also a
community of learners.
 fair: agreeing with what is thought to be right or acceptable
 just: reasonable to everyone
 reasonable: fair and sensible
IX.
TECHNOLOGY:
Charlie Brown: The Birth of the Constitution
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